Cyber threats are increasing daily by number and sophistication.
As a businesses intelligence grows, so does its critical data. Business
relies on the confidentiality, integrity and availability of its data.
Having visibility in the core of your network is vital to detect the
presence of sophisticated threat actors. Identifying these threats
early in their life-cycle allows an organisation to respond quickly
and effectively.

Cyberseer operates a portfolio of
advanced threat technologies,
which all come together with our
threat detection and analysis
service.
This is an intelligence driven
service which leverage’s expert
human analysis to provide
timely, accurate and actionable
information about the threats
we have identified in your
environment.
Our Analysts operate within a
mature alert handling process
to harness the intelligence from
our deployed technologies.
Cyberseer alerts you to new
threats as they occur and
provides you with detailed regular
reports into the current threat
status of your environment.

ADVANCED THREAT ANALYSIS:
Our Analysts are highly trained in
configuration and optimisation of
the Cyberseer advanced threat
detection technologies which
provide the foundation for their
analysis capabilities.
Analysts continually review
the output from deployed
technologies to identify unusual or
concerning patterns of behaviour
that may be indicative of threats.
Once identified, threats are
investigated within the Cyberseer
incident analysis framework which
aims to balance the competing
goals of comprehensive analysis
and time-critical response. This
framework is based around a
scoring and escalation process
designed to provide you with
the information you need to
prioritise and effectively respond
to threats. Rather than provide
you with a long list of alerts,
or Indicators of Compromise
(IOC’s), our Analysts draw on their
experience, the context of your
alert in your environment and
external sources of intelligence, to
provide you with an explanation
and analysis of each threat they
discover.

When deciding how to respond
to possible threats within your
environment, it is useful to ask
yourself two questions:

•
•

How good is the evidence for
this threat?
How serious would the
consequences be if it was
real?

To aid in this decision making
process our Analysts rate
each threat by both severity
and confidence, so you can
effectively decide what to make
your priority. These separate
scores are combined to give you
a sense of the urgency of each
threat, and the most urgent ones
are communicated to you upon
discovery.
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As well as communicating priority threats as they are discovered, our
Analysts track and record the details of each threat they investigate.
The scores and classifications of less urgent threats are used to produce
monthly Threat Intelligence Reports. The core of these reports is the
Threat Rating, which provides a relative measure of the number and
seriousness of identified threats on your network. The Cyberseer service
tracks and trends this rating on a month by month basis so you can
see whether your threat status is improving. The monthly reports break
down this threat score by threat categories enabling you to identify
areas of weakness in your security posture and help make informed
investment decisions to bolster your defence in depth. Each report
includes technical details on identified threats as well as an executive
summary so you can quickly get a feel for the nature and seriousness
of the threats you are currently facing.

•

Threat identification and
classification by cyber security
experts.
Real time detailed and
actionable alerts for serious
threats requiring urgent action
at time of discovery.
Weekly updates on newly
classified threats.
Monthly threat intelligence
reports providing a
comprehensive breakdown of
outstanding issues and threats
in your environment.
Monthly metrics on the overall
threat level and tracking the
status of previously reported
threats.

Choose Cyberseer as
your advanced threat
intelligence service partner.

Decrease incident response times and costs by detecting attacks early and
acting sooner. Outsource threat detection and analysis to Cyberseer and
provide your team with the tools to target real issues. Through an open
and collaborative partnership we can enable you to:

CYBERSEER

Your advanced threat intelligence service partner.
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